Transportability in Network Meta-analysis.
Network meta-analysis is an extension of the conventional pair wise meta-analysis to include treatments that have not been compared head to head. It has in recent years caught the interest of clinical investigators in comparative effectiveness research. While allowing a simultaneous comparison of a large number of treatment effects, an inclusion of indirect effects (i.e., estimating effects using treatments that have not been randomized head to head) may introduce bias. This bias occurs from not accounting for covariates differences in the analysis, in a way that allows transfer of causal information across trials. Although this problem might not be entirely new to network meta-analysis researchers, it has not been given a formal treatment. Occasionally it is tackled by fitting a meta-regression model to account for imbalance of covariates. However, this approach may still produce biased estimates if covariates responsible for disparity across studies are post-treatment variables. To address the problem, we use the graphical method known as transportability to demonstrate whether and how indirect treatment effects can validly be estimated in network meta-analysis. See Video Abstract at http://links.lww.com/EDE/B37.